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a b s t r a c t
Prognostics plays a vital part in modern decision making for maintenance. Many related
valuable approaches have been reported by scientists with both truncated and failure his
tories. However, for cases where the actual asserts have no failure histories, one important
topic of prognostics is to focus on modeling with only truncated histories. Here we first
describe an algorithm called time continuous relevant isometric mapping (TRIM) to estab
lish a manifold space where the health state evolutionary laws within truncated histories
can be cognized. Unlike classical methods, such as isometric feature mapping, TRIM
involves the vital element of state evolution (time), establishes a state evolutionary
manifold space by utilizing both local geometrical structures and global isometric features
of a given truncated data set. Meantime, two geometrical metrics, neighborhood geodesic
distance (NGD) and cumulative geodesic distance, were defined and used in this study to
indicate the health state of a given component. Then the feed forward neural network
(FFNN) was trained with inputs from the NGD series. The corresponding target vectors
(survival probabilities) of FFNN were estimated by intelligent product limit estimator using
truncation times and generated failure times. After validation, the FFNN was applied to
predict the machine component health of individual component. To validate the proposed
method, case study was conducted by using the degradation data generated by a bearing
test rig. Results demonstrate that the proposed method can highlight the intrinsic health
state evolutionary laws by TRIM even with only truncated histories. The more accuracy
prognostics results can be consequently achieved based on the cognition of the evolution
ary laws.

1. Introduction
Prognostics is regarded as a kernel and promising tool for realizing condition based maintenance, condition based
monitoring, or prognostics and health management [1]. Data driven methods as one important branch of prognostics models
have been comprehensively researched. This kind of prognostic models require abundant historical event data, such as
continuous observations and failure times.
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In real applications, however, it cannot be acceptable if unexpected failures occur, especially in the cases where the fail
ures will result in huge costs and significantly raising safety hazards. To stop these unexpected failures, any unit or compo
nent will be replaced or overhauled before it fails once a defect is detected, which makes sense for critical unit or component
when no other options are available. Thereby, no further information (e.g. the signals to fail as well as the failure time)
related the replaced unit or component will be available for prognostics. The related publications engaging in predicting with
these kind of suspended condition monitoring (CM) data sets are limited [2]. Conventional reliability analysis use only failure
and suspension times to estimate the lifetime distribution of the probability density function and the cumulative distribu
tion function [1,3,4]. In these cases, suspension times are actually treated as failure times and some classical distributions
(e.g. Weibull distribution) are widely applied to analyze reliability [5] and to predict residual useful lifetime (RUL).
With the purpose of maximizing the usage of all data available, some models based on degradation data from both failure
and suspension histories (including failure and suspension times) were developed. The proportional hazard model estimated
the model parameters by incorporating both failure and suspension history data [6]. Moreover, Heng et al. [7] used both the
suspended CM and event data in training an intelligent prognostics model, where the survival probability at future time hori
zons were achieved [2]. In [8], a two stage statistical method for estimating the fix effect and random effect parameters was
developed by using the remaining life distribution model with both failure and suspension histories. In [9], the authors
trained a special artificial neural network for predicting the RUL of equipment by utilizing the failure histories and suspen
sion histories. In addition, survival analysis and support vector machine were utilized in [10] to establish an intelligent
machine prognostics system by utilizing the truncated and un truncated data collected from the CM routine. A residual life
prediction model was presented by Gebraeel et al. [11], where the degradation model and prediction process depended both
on a degradation database and failure times.
All these preceding methods rely on failure histories. However, as aforementioned, in real world, there are many cases
with only truncated histories available (without failure histories), for which these current approaches would not be able
to obtain accurate prognostics models. At the same time these cases are also different from those prognostics methods which
focus on incomplete data (e.g. sparse, fragmented [12], and partial signals [13,14]).
Recently, a couple of publications attempted to focus on this topic. Zhang et al. [15] developed a method based on neural
network with dynamic windows to extrapolate RUL when no failure was available, which showed good performance in case
of the stationary indicator rather than non stationary variation degradation indicators. In [16], a functional time warping
approach was designed with the assumption that the engineering components degrade according to a common shape func
tion with a similar trend. The requirement of either stationary indicator or common shape function widely limits these
methods to be applied to the real world.
On the basis of our published paper on the similar topic, we carried out some further researches and developed an
algorithm called time continuous relevant isometric mapping (TRIM) to solve these issues. In this study, TRIM, the combi
nation of time and geometry, was employed to establish the intrinsic health state manifold where two geometrical metrics,
the neighborhood geodesic distance (NGD) and the cumulative geodesic distance (CGD), were defined and were utilized as
indicators of machine health. All these preceding developed method and metrics aim to highlight the intrinsic health
evolutionary laws under truncated histories. These truncated histories, generated from machine components, generally do
not own a stationary indicator or a common shape. In addition, the feed forward neural network (FFNN) was trained by data
inputs from the NGD series that correspond to the target vectors of the survival probability, which were estimated by using
the intelligent product limit estimator (iPLE) method using the existing truncation times and the generated failure times.
After validation, the FFNN was applied to predict the component health of individual units. Case study was conducted by
using the degradation data generated by a bearing test rig to validate the proposed method. Results demonstrate that the
proposed method can highlight the intrinsic health state evolutionary laws by TRIM. The more accuracy prognostics results
can be consequently achieved based on the cognition of the evolutionary laws.
The following sections of this paper are organized to describe clearly the modeling and validation process.

2. Related theories and modified models
2.1. The TRIM algorithm
The isometric feature mapping (ISOMAP) [17] is a global method that maps a dataset from a high dimensional space to a
low dimensional space and maintains the global geodesic distances of the corresponding pairwise in the high dimensional
space. In this study, the framework of ISOMAP is incorporated into the TRIM algorithm to cognize the health state evolution
laws underlying truncated histories.
Originally, the points in the ISOMAP are equally viewed with no differences. Graph G over all data points is constructed by
connecting nearby points i and j (closer than a preset e or j is one of the K nearest neighbours of i). The local relationship can
be achieved and represented as d(xi, xj) with no directivity. K in TRIM is also preset, which denotes the number of the ‘nearest
time related neighbors’ of i. Accordingly, K is no longer obtained by distances but by time related relationships (i.e., each
point i has K ‘nearest time related neighbors’, which are the latest K points ahead of the ith point). The relationship of
the ith point and any point j of the latest K ones is denoted as dt-G(i, j). All the relationships determined within the high
dimensional space will be mapped to the low dimensional manifold space (i.e., health state evolutionary manifold space
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Suppose that a segment of a time series, divided from the original vibration signals, is {xk, k2Z}. Through decomposition
by using WPT, we obtain the signal Xj, Xj = {xj,n,l,j,n,l2Z}, where xj,n,l is the lth sample of the nth packet on the jth level. We
define the relative energy for a packet as

EðnÞ

X
X
x2j;n;l = x2k ;
l

where

P

2
l xj;n;l

ð2Þ

k

is the energy component of the nth packet on the jth level, and

P

2
k xk

is the total energy for the segment.

Through Eq. (2), the segment is processed to obtain eight relative energies (via WPT at level 3), which will be included in
the final high dimensional eigenvector containing nine features in this paper.
3.2. HSEM establishment and the corresponding geometrical metrics
The TRIM algorithm, presented in Section 2.1, is used to map the extracted high dimensional features to a low
dimensional HSEM. The inputs of the TRIM algorithm are composed of the high dimensional features extracted from the
original machine component signals (i.e., truncated histories). The health degradation state of machine component can then
be assessed by the two geometrical metrics, CGD and NGD, which can be calculated based on the established HSEM. The def
initions of the two geometrical metrics can be given based on the concept of geodesic distance and can be described as the
follow up subsections.
In differential geometry, a geodesic is a generalization of the notion of a straight line to curved spaces. The geodesics are
(locally) the shortest path between points in the space (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geodesic) if this connection is the Levi
Civita connection induced by a Riemannian metric. Furthermore, the geodesic distance of two points is the shortest path
between the two points lying on a geodesic in the space.
CGD: The geodesic line and the geodesic distance between two arbitrary time points on HSEM reflect the similarity or the
difference of states at the two time points. The CGD represents the geodesic distance between an arbitrary time point and
the origin on HSEM, which is a metric of state departure from the origin on HSEM.
NGD: The NGD describes the distance between an arbitrary time point and any neighbours of the time point, where the
neighbours are defined or calculated when a special number of neighbours or a special radius of a neighborhood is given.
Therefore, the NGD is a distance metric between any two arbitrary points on HSEM used to depict the local geometrical struc
ture of HSEM. In this paper, the number of the neighbours of any given time point was fixed as one to search for the most
similar state of the time point.
3.3. Calculation on the truncated CGD and NGD histories
The approximation method employed to calculate the NGDs and CGDs in this study is the method based on graph theory
proposed by Tenenbaum et al. in Science 2000.
In this study, TRIM maintains intrinsic geodesic relationship (distances) between time points. Thus, the CGD and NGD
obtained from the constructed HSEM indicate the health status of the corresponding time points. Therefore, CGD and
NGD are regarded as the geometrical degradation metric of machine component health in this study. The performance degra
dation trend can be visualized by using the CGD and NGD trend. In this study, CGD series were used to determine the failure
times of the selected truncated data sets by Gaussian function and NGD series were formed to act as the inputs of FFNN.
Suppose that for each truncated data set consisting of a series of bearing vibration data segments (e.g. 1024 continuous
data points for each segment), we obtain one high dimensional eigenvector from one data segment by high dimensional fea
ture extraction. Thus, for a truncated data set with M segments will have a feature matrix of M  N, where N is the dimension
of the high eigenvector. The corresponding CGDs and NGDs on the HSEM constructed by TRIM with the input of M  N
matrix can be calculated.
Let NGDf,k be the NGD value of the kth segment of the fth truncated data set (e.g. the kth NGD value of the vibration data
set from the fth bearing).
Thus, the total number of truncated NGD histories is

Nngd;tru

F
X
NQ f ;

ð3Þ

f 1

where NQ f is the number of NGDs calculated from the HSEM of the truncated data set f, and F represents the number of trun
cated data sets (e.g. the number of bearings). Similarly, the total number of truncated CGD histories can be noted as N cgd;tru ,
which is equal to N ngd;tru .
Furthermore, the total number of input/output pairs for FFNN on the basis of the truncated NGD histories is

Nngd;tru;ffnn

F
X
ðNQ f

Nnode;ffnn þ 1Þ;

f 1

where N node;ffnn denotes the number of input nodes of FFNN.

ð4Þ
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3.4. Fitting and prediction for the predicted CGDs using Gaussian function
As discussed earlier, after calculating the truncated CGDs based on the truncated histories, curves of the truncated CGDs
can be obtained. For each curve i of the truncated CGDs, a Gaussian function is employed to fit and predict the subsequent
CGDs which are also the predicted CGDs.
Thus, the failure time of each truncated data set can be determined based both on the predicted CGDs and on a preset
failure threshold. All the determined failure times will be used directly to calculate on survival probabilities using iPLE.
3.5. Machine component health prognostics based on FFNN
As described in Section 2.3, the FFNN has seven input nodes (i.e., N node;ffnn 1), which consist of the truncated NGD his
tories derived from the original truncated histories based on TRIM. After obtaining the failure time needed for each specified
truncated data set by fitting and predicting the truncated CGD series, the survival probability estimations Sk can be derived
by using the iPLE method, which is briefly described in Section 2.2. Each target/output vector of FFNN is formatted as

Tk

½Skþ1 ; Skþ2 ; Skþ3 ; Skþ4 ; Skþ5 ;

ð5Þ

where Skþn has the form of Eq. (5).
Once trained and validated, the FFNN can be used for the prognostics of individual machine component health. The FFNN
outputs that represent the survival probabilities of the machinery in the following five time intervals can be obtained.
When new condition monitoring data are available, all the prognostics process will be performed again and the survival
probabilities will be updated. The machine component health prognostics process stops when the equipment fails or when
the equipment is preventively taken out of service.
4. Case study
4.1. Dataset description and the criteria of accuracy
In this study, the experimental data was generated from a bearing test rig that can produce run to failure data. These data
were downloaded from Prognostics Center of Excellence (PCoE) through prognostic data repository contributed by Intelli
gent Maintenance System (IMS), University of Cincinnati (Lee, Qiu, Yu, Lin & Rexnord Technical Services, 2007). The bearing
test rig and data acquisition were described in [10]. On the basis of these bearing failure histories, 40 failure history data sets
(bearing degradation vibration data), including failure times, were used for the training and testing of the proposed
approach.
We employed 30 truncated data sets (truncated from the corresponding actual failure history data sets). 20 of them were
selected and seen as failure history data sets by fitting and predicting. 10 of them were treated as truncated data sets. All of
these data sets were employed to train the proposed approach. The remaining 10 of the 40 failure history data sets were
applied for testing.
Each failure history data set consists of a series of segments (time steps, t). One segment was acquired every 2.4 h, with
the length of 20,480 sampling data points in one second. In the test, 10 time steps were grouped as one time interval (i.e.
1 day). The prediction horizon had 5 time intervals (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
In this case, we calculated the accuracy of every prediction process output. The prediction accuracy can be calculated by
Eq. (6), where KP is the predicted failure time interval, and KA is the actual failure time interval.

Accuracy


1

jKP


KAj
 100%:
KA

ð6Þ

The failure threshold predetermined in this study was 0.5; i.e., once the survival probability drops below 0.5, the failure
time interval is reached. Herein, the failure time interval is representative of the remaining life of bearings.
In this manner, we anticipated several conclusions derived from the proposed and existing methods to validate the effi
ciency of the proposed method on predicting with only truncated histories available.
4.2. Pre processing of the proposed approach
A total of 20 data sets, with light blue background in Table 1, were randomly selected from the former 30 truncated data
sets of all the 40 data sets and assigned for training to be preprocessed by the TRIM and Gaussian function.
4.2.1. High dimensional feature extraction
As described in Section 3.1, we analyzed the features of these data sets. Figs. 3 and 4 display the 4 features in time domain
and 8 features obtained by WPT, respectively. As we can see from the two figures, the states of the bearing kept healthy for a
long stable time period and then experienced a sharp drop. This general evolutionary law of health state can be depicted by
RMS and other eight energy features, which formed the final high dimensional eigenvector with nine elements in this case.
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